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Abstract

Although we have witnessed Neural Architecture Search
(NAS), which automatically explores architecture for best
performance, the discussion has not advanced consider-
ing a dataset. We discuss the potential of Neural Dataset
Search (NDS), which explores the appropriate configu-
ration in a pre-training dataset to achieve a better pre-
training effect. The NDS is designed to train in order to
find the optimal parameters in the pre-training dataset for
a given network architecture and downstream tasks. This
allows for predicting the optimal pre-training parameters
for a new unseen task in one shot. Thus, the NDS has the
potential to bottom up the effectiveness of the pre-training.
Therefore, this paper focuses on formula-driven supervised
learning, and as a first consideration, we verify the ap-
propriate configuration in Residual Network (ResNet) and
Fractal DataBase (FractalDB). From the experimental re-
sults, we confirmed that the FractalDB generation parame-
ters that provide the best pre-training effect are different for
each ResNet-{18, 50, 152}. These observations reveal that
there is an adapted image representation or dataset struc-
ture (e.g., input size, parameter, category) for a particular
architecture. We hope these results will encourage further
research on NDS that fully exploits the pre-training of syn-
thetic images.

1. Introduction

How to construct deep neural networks (DNNs) is a
crucial issue in computer vision. With reference to a hi-
erarchical structure of the visual cortex and the extras-
triate cortex, neural networks have been proposed. Ini-
tially, it was difficult to implement more than two hid-
den layers due to local optimization and gradient vanishing
problems. However, starting with AlexNet [17] in 2012,
many DNNs with hundreds of hidden layers have been pro-
posed [12–14, 17, 26, 29, 32]. In particular, the Residual
Network (ResNet) [12] has made it possible to efficiently
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Figure 1. We proposed neural dataset search (NDS). In the pre-
training phase, NDS can contribute to the higher pre-training ef-
fect, combined with neural architecture search.

deepen layers by residual blocks and achieve high perfor-
mance for image recognition.

In recent years, neural architecture search (NAS) [39],
the automatic generation of optimal network architecture
configurations for highly accurate recognition, has been the
focus of much attention. The current NAS research focuses
primarily on improving search algorithms, designing the
search space, reducing search costs, and integrating direct
indicators into the search process [19, 24, 30]. NAS allows
for generating a neural architecture that maximizes the ex-
pected accuracy. This work goes one step further and pro-
poses a new concept, neural dataset search (NDS), which
not only achieves NAS from automatically generated data
based on a formulation but also generates an optimal pre-
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training dataset by including even the generation rules as
search spaces.

Pre-training is the standard technique to achieve better
results with a limited dataset. Many SOTA models use pre-
training models by huge datasets such as ImageNet [5] or
JFT-300M [28]. However, such large-scale datasets have
been reported for privacy and ethical issues [33,34,37]. For
another option for natural images, synthetic datasets have
been created [20, 25]. Although the standard way of creat-
ing a synthetic dataset is using a simulation environment,
formula-driven supervised learning (FDSL) [15] is known
for its operability and flexibility. FDSL simultaneously and
automatically generates image patterns and paired labels us-
ing mathematical formulas. With FDSL, the dataset can be
constructed without manual labor, allowing for free manip-
ulation of dataset components, such as the number of in-
stances per category. However, the best parameters for the
generation rules and parameters are manually and empiri-
cally searched for in the current FDSL.

Therefore, in this paper, we discuss the potential of NDS,
which investigates the pre-training image dataset config-
uration jointly with model architectures. We extend the
FDSL and NAS framework, which automatically searches
for optimal data rules and parameters for each downstream
task and even network configuration (see Figure 1). If the
pre-training dataset configuration contributes to better re-
sults depending on the model architecture, there is space
for improvements of the pre-training effect by varying pre-
training dataset parameters. Pre-training datasets for each
model architecture have yet to be fully investigated. There-
fore, we investigate whether the pre-training dataset also af-
fects results depending on dataset architecture.

To vary the pre-training dataset configuration, we use
FDSL [15]. This research aim is to determine whether the
pre-training dataset configuration and model architecture
affect the results. If we can confirm there is further room
for improvements by jointly considering the dataset config-
uration and model architecture, neural dataset search has
the potential to achieve better pre-training. Specifically, we
employ ResNet as the network architecture for this experi-
ment and Fractal DataBase (FractalDB) as the pre-training
dataset. Although it is desirable to ensure diversity on both
the architecture and dataset sides in the verification process,
we have limited ourselves to verifying ResNet and Frac-
talDB due to computational cost. However, the experimen-
tal results are interesting enough to discuss the possibility
of NDS.

Our main contributions are as follows; (i) We discuss
the potentials of NDS, which explores the appropriate con-
figuration in architecture and pre-training datasets. (ii) We
confirmed that some model architectures achieved the best
performance at the different dataset parameters. NDS has
the potential to achieve better pre-training.

2. Related work
NAS. Choosing the best model architecture and training set-
tings is a difficult problem. AutoML (Automated Machine
Learning) is one way to achieve efficient training. AutoML
is used to find better loss [18], augmentation process [3],
and hyper parameters [4]. For the architecture, the neu-
ral architecture search (NAS) [19, 24, 30, 39] has been de-
veloped, which generates architectures that maximize the
expected accuracy. NAS is usually applied to fine-tuning
phase, and the number of pre-training phase research is lim-
ited.
Dataset Search. There is some prior research to gain a bet-
ter representation of the dataset. Dataset distillation [27,31]
is one way to train with an efficient dataset size by com-
pressing a dataset into small synthetic data. While dataset
distillation creates another synthetic data, dataset prun-
ing [35] removes redundant training datasets with a minor
impact on the model’s performance. These prior researches
contribute to efficient training with a smaller dataset. The
concept of our proposed natural dataset search differs from
theirs in that we create an efficient dataset with synthetic
data, not extracting from an existing dataset. In the context
of the synthetic pre-training dataset, Task2Sim [21] is the
model which searches for optimal parameters for the gen-
eration of the synthetic dataset. We further verify dataset
parameters should be investigated jointly with architecture.
Image dataset and training framework. Undoubtedly,
transfer learning with large-scale datasets has contributed to
accelerating visual training [11]. Initially, the ImageNet [6]
and Places [38] pre-trained models were widely used for
diverse tasks. However, even in million-scale datasets, sev-
eral concerns exist, such as AI ethics and copyright prob-
lems, e.g., fairness protection, privacy violations, and of-
fensive labels. We must pay attention to the terms of use
in large-scale image datasets and create pre-trained models
accordingly.

On the one hand, to alleviate the image labeling la-
bor required of human annotators, Self-Supervised Learn-
ing (SSL) progressed significantly in recent years [7, 10,
22, 23, 36]. The SSL methods are closer to supervised
learning with human annotations regarding performance
rates. In this context, formula-driven supervised learn-
ing (FDSL) [15] was proposed to overcome the problems
of AI ethics and copyrights [33, 34, 37], and annotation la-
bor. The framework is similar to self-supervised learning.
However, FDSL methods do not require any natural images
taken by a camera or simulation environment to create syn-
thetic images. The framework simultaneously and automat-
ically generates image patterns and paired labels for pre-
training image representations using simple mathematical
formulas. We use FDSL to vary dataset configurations since
FDSL allows for free manipulation of dataset components,
such as the number of instances per category.
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3. Methodology
We present the method of fractal image generation,

which is the source of FractalDB, a pre-training dataset for
NDS. First, we explain the process of generating fractal
images using a recursive function called the Iterated Func-
tion System (IFS). We also explain how FractalDB is con-
structed (see Section 3.1). After that, we present the pre-
training strategy of FractalDB (see Section 3.2).

3.1. FractalDB

In this study, we use FractalDB, which is a representa-
tive dataset in FDSL. This is because FractalDB is simpler
than other FDSL methods and has fewer search parame-
ters. This makes it ideal for the initial study of NDS, where
computational resources are an issue. FractalDB is con-
structed by the iterated function system IFS, which repre-
sents fractal geometry. An IFS generate A point set of frac-
tal X = {x1,x2,...,xK} constituting where K is the number
of points. Note that the fractal is obtained when K → ∞,
but we assume K is a finite number for computational ef-
ficiency. An IFS is defined by a set of transformations
wi : X → X and their corresponding probabilities pi in
a complete metric space X . An IFS Θ is denoted by

Θ = {X ;w1, w2, · · · , wN ; p1, p2, · · · , pN}, (1)

here, N is the number of pairs (w, p) to be considered. The
transformation wi is defined by an affine transformation.
The transformation w during fractal image generation on
a two-dimensional Euclidean plane is given by

wi(x) =

[
ai bi
ci di

]
x+

[
ei
fi

]
. (2)

The probability pi is set to

pi =
|detAi|∑N
i=1 |detAi|

, (3)

where detAi = aidi−bici. Fractal images are generated by
recursively calculating the corresponding transformation w
according to the N types of probabilities pi using wi.

i. Parameters of affine transform {ai, bi, ci, di, eifi} are
randomly sampled from the uniform distribution over
[−1.0, 1.0]. The probabilities pi are determined by
equation 3.

ii. The number of pairs (wi,pi) N is randomly determined
from a discrete uniform distribution over [2, 3..., 8].
Using method (i), N sets of parameters are prepared
and the IFS is determined.

iii. The affine transformation (Equation 2) is applied to co-
ordinate xt−1 according to probability pi, and the new
coordinate xt is obtained.

iv. By repeating (iii) K times, the point set X={x1,
x2,...,xK} is generated.

Category definition. FractalDB defines categories based
on rendered fractal regions. This time, fractal images whose
fractal region occupies 20% or more of the whole image are
defined as a category, according to the original FractalDB.
For example, repeat steps (i) (iv) until the number of cate-
gories reaches 1,000 to construct a FractalDB-1k with 1,000
categories.
Instance augmentation. FractalDB provides instance aug-
mentation within a category by IFS perturbing, rotating,
and randomly drawing for fractal images in each category.
In particular, the perturbation is larger, the rendered image
representation differs significantly from the original fractal
image. For each original fractal image, FractalDB-1k com-
bines 25 patterns of IFS perturbation, 4 patterns of rotation,
and 10 patterns of random patch drawing. Thereby, 1,000
instances of fractal images are generated in each category.

IFS perturbation refers to the process of applying per-
turbations to the IFS parameters determined as a category,
then generating fractal images using the perturbed param-
eters. Rotation is an operation that rotates the point cloud
and is equivalent to rotating the fractal image. When gener-
ating intra-class images, a 90-degree rotation is applied four
times. Random patch rendering involves rendering the ob-
tained point cloud on the image, not as points, but as patches
with random values. In FractalDB-1k, 10 random patch pat-
terns were used to generate images with 10 different random
patch patterns.

3.2. FractalDB Pre-training

This section describes the FractalDB pre-training
method. FractalDB even generates supervised labels cor-
responding to fractal images, as explained in section 3.1.
Therefore, FractalDB can achieve supervised pre-training
by supervised labeled dataset D = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 . For Frac-
talDB, the cross-entropy loss is used, which is given by

Lce(θ;D) = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

C∑
c=1

ti,c log yi,c, (4)

where yi = fθ(xi) ∈ RC is the output vector of a learn-
able network fθ, such as a ResNet, θ is a set of parame-
ters, and C is the number of categories. The details of the
pre-training conditions in this experiment are presented in
Section 4. Typically, the number of images N should be
equal to or more than one million in order to achieve good
pre-training performance.
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Table 1. Pre-training effects of ImageNet100 (IN100) and Ima-
geNet1k (IN1k) on ResNet-{18, 50, 152} Note that this is not a
comparison. Please see the tendency between network and accu-
racy.

Architecture Pre-train Caltech A40 F101 VOC07

ResNet-18
– 41.32 30.01 70.23 62.30

IN100 74.99 52.55 70.86 74.01
IN1k 91.87 76.23 80.07 86.14

ResNet-50
– 30.76 21.95 66.31 56.45

IN100 71.81 51.23 70.69 73.22
IN1k 94.39 82.61 85.33 88.43

ResNet-152
– 24.83 15.6 58.79 52.72

IN100 72.21 45.91 67.04 72.67
IN1k 95.89 84.58 86.44 90.82

4. Experimental setting

Throughout the experiments, we would like to verify the
joint search for network architecture and image datasets in
transfer learning which consists of pre-training and fine-
tuning. We introduce these experiments in both network
architecture and pre-training and fine-tuning details.

In this experiment, we use ResNet-{18, 50, 152}.
ResNet is a widely used CNN in image recognition. Re-
cently, the Vision Transformer has also been validated.
However, in this study, we focus on ResNet only from a
computational point of view, since the experiments are ex-
ploratory on a large pre-training dataset.

For the pre-training, we generate pre-trained models of
ImageNet and FractalDB under the following conditions, in
accordance with [15]. An optimization method is Stochas-
tic Gradient Descent (SGD), where the weight decay is set
to 0.0004, the inertia term is set to 0.9, and the initial learn-
ing rate is set to 0.01. The learning rate is multiplied by
0.1 when the number of epochs reaches 30 or 60. The input
image is resized to 224 × 224 during learning. Learning in
the pre-training is terminated when the number of epochs
reaches 90 epochs.

The optimization method and hyperparameters of
ResNet-50 during fine-tuning are the same as those used
for pre-training. For training, the input image is resized to
256 × 256 and then randomly cropped to 224 × 224. For
testing, the input image is resized to 256 × 256 and then
center-cropped to 224 × 224. As with the pre-training, fine-
tuning is terminated when the number of epochs reaches 90
epochs. We investigated Fine-tuning with Caltech101 [9],
Stanford 40 Action Dataset (Action40) [1], Food101 [2],
PscalVOC2007 / 2012 [8], and CIFAR10 / 100 [16] in or-
der to evaluate it in various image classification tasks.

Table 2. Pre-training effects of instance augmentation on ResNet.

IFS weights Caltech A40 F101 VOC07

small 63.72 30.31 74.57 70.2
base 64.07 26.68 74.5 69.44
large 62.26 28.0 74.25 68.25

Table 3. Pre-training effects of fractal image size on ResNet.

Image size Caltech A40 F101 VOC07

2562 66.81 33.38 74.5 70.22
3622 64.07 26.68 74.5 69.44
5122 63.1 27.78 72.67 67.86

5. Results and Analysis
In this section, we aim to investigate the performance

changes in downstream tasks depending on the architecture
and the configuration of the pre-training dataset. First, we
rethink the correlation between the ImageNet pre-trained
model and the architecture size (See Section 5.1). Next, we
investigate the correlation between the parameters in terms
of the FractalDB generation and the architecture size (See
Section 5.2). Last, we verify the correlation between the
FractalDB configurations (category and instance) and the
architecture size (See Section 5.3).

5.1. ImageNet pre-training on ResNet (Table 1)

In this experiment, we investigate the effect of pre-
training on dataset size and architecture size on real images
by comparing the ImageNet100 pre-trained model with the
ImageNet-1k pre-trained model on ResNet-{18, 50, 152}
for image classification. Although pre-training on real im-
ages has already been verified in various papers on dataset
size and architecture size, this experiment again confirms
our baseline and discusses the limitation of pre-training on
real images from a different perspective.

Table 1 shows the comparison between scratch training
on ImageNet-100 and -1k pre-training with ResNet-18, 50,
152. Unsurprisingly, ImageNet-1k performed the best on
all fine-tuning data sets and ResNet-{18, 50, 152}. This is
consistent with previous studies showing that classification
accuracy on ImageNet and ResNet improves in proportion
to the size of the pre-training dataset.

We also focus on the performance of ResNet-{18, 50,
152} under the same pre-training conditions, which is of
particular importance in this study. There is a tendency
for identification performance to deteriorate with increasing
architecture size for the scratch learning and ImageNet100
pre-trained models. This result suggests that unless the size
of the pre-training dataset is above a certain level, the pre-
training effect cannot be expected as the architecture size
increases.
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Figure 2. Relationship between ResNet layers and FractalDB categories

CIFAR10 CIFAR100 VOC2012

Figure 3. Relationship between ResNet layers and FractalDB instances

5.2. Fractal image representation on ResNet (Ta-
ble 3 and Table 2)

In this experiment, we focus on FractalDB pre-training
in ResNet-50 for parameters related to image representa-
tion. The parameters can be explored when generating Frac-
talDB. In this paper, we explore two parameters related to
image representation: instance dilation and image size, due
to computational cost. As described in Section 3, instance
expansion is achieved by varying each parameter of IFS, the
generation rule. This allows for fine-tuning of the rendered
fractal shape.The effect of fractal image diversity within a
category on the pre-training effect is investigated. At the
same time, the image size of the fractal image rendering
can be adjusted. Obviously, the larger the image sizes, the
finer the shapes. Therefore, we evaluate the effect of image
size on the pre-training effect when rendering.

First, Table 2 shows the experimental results for each IFS
parameter variation rate{20%:small, 40%:base, 60%:large}
in the instance expansion. Depending on the fine-tuning
dataset, Table 2 shows that there is an optimal parameter
variation rate. In particular, a performance difference of
3.32% was observed between the IFS weights (base) and
the IFS weights (small) for the Food101 dataset.

Next, Table 3 shows the experimental results for the im-
age sizes {2242, 3622, 5122}. In Table 3, we confirmed
that 2242 fractal images are more effective in pre-training
than 3622 and 5122 fractal images. In particular, Food101’s
performance gap between 2242 and 3622 was 5.6%.

These results suggest that it is important to search for the
optimal image representation parameters in FractalDB since
the data representation parameters have a certain impact on
the pre-training effect. Therefore, we used two representa-
tive parameters as the first study.

5.3. FractalDB configuration and architecture size
(Figure 2 and Figure 3)

The relationship between the dataset configuration of
FractalDB and the architecture size is investigated in this
experiment. For the dataset configuration, we focus on the
number of categories and the number of instances. These
are considered to have a large impact on the pre-training ef-
fect. For both the number of categories and instances, we
experiment with four patterns {512, 1024, 2048, 4096}.

The number of categories in FractalDB and the experi-
mental results on ResNet-{18, 50, 152} are shown in Fig-
ure 2. For all three fine-tuning datasets, the classification
accuracy tends to increase as the number of categories in-
creases. It is interesting to note that the performance of
ResNet-152 is lower than that of ResNet-18 and ResNet-
52 up to 512 and 1024 categories, but higher than that of
ResNet-18 and ResNet-152 at 2048 and 4096 categories.

The number of instances of FractalDB and the experi-
mental results for ResNet-{18, 50, 152} are shown in Fig-
ure 3. Figure 3 confirms that there is an optimal number of
instances for each ResNet. Unlike the number of categories,
the classification accuracy does not increase monotonically
with the number of instances.
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(a) Neural Dataset Search (b) Neural Architecture Search (c) Fine-tuning
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Figure 4. Overview of NDS framework. By performing both NDS and NAS simultaneously, it is possible to construct a pre-trained model
that acquires better visual features. Note that the NDS must be a dataset that has some parameters related to image representation. For
example, in NDS, the search space is a dataset generated from different rules. In NAS, as in existing studies, the search space is different
network architectures. Then, by placing each of them in the search space and finding the optimal combination, the optimal combination of
pre-trained datasets and network architectures for various downstream tasks can be efficiently generated.

The above suggests that the expansion of the number
of categories is an effective way to expand the pre-training
dataset. In addition, pre-training cannot be effective unless
a certain amount of data is secured for architectures with a
relatively large number of parameters, such as ResNet-152.
This is similar to the experiment on the pre-training of Im-
ageNet in Section 5.1.

6. Discussion and Future work
We summarize the main observations from our experi-

ments as follows:

1. In pre-training, regardless of the type of real and syn-
thetic images, the size of the trainable architecture in-
creases as the number of data increases.

2. In ResNet-50, depending on the generation parame-
ters (instance generation method, image size), the pre-
training effectiveness of FractalDB varies.

3. As the architecture size increases, the number of cate-
gories in FractalDB must be more than a certain num-
ber. The improvement is non-linear, especially as the
architecture size increases.

4. Depending on the architecture, there is an optimal con-
figuration for the number of categories and instances of
FractalDB.

Based on these observations, we provide our answers to
a few important questions that may encourage people to re-
think the NDS direction.

The limitations of pre-training models with real images
are highlighted by the experimental results and the recent
trend toward large-scale pre-training models. Recently, the
number of architectural parameters has reached tens of bil-
lions. This is because it is easier to obtain more general-
ized feature representations with increasing network size.
However, as this experiment shows, increasing the net-
work size requires increasing the amount of training data.

Datasets such as JFT-300M, which is larger than ImageNet,
are essential for building more effective pre-training mod-
els.However, pre-training on real image datasets has its lim-
itations. This is because the cost of curating, privacy, rights
of use, and ethical issues associated with real datasets are
major obstacles. In fact, JFT-300M is a private dataset. It is
not accessible to all researchers. Based on the above consid-
erations, as a possible solution to the above problems with
real images, we believe that pre-training using synthetic im-
age datasets is important. In particular, since FDSL can
automatically generate datasets from mathematical expres-
sions, researchers can automatically construct pre-training
datasets on the fly. There is no need to download data.

Therefore, as a future direction of NAS, we believe that
NDS based on synthetic data, such as formula-driven su-
pervised learning, will play an important role in computer
vision. This study focused on FractalDB and ResNet as ini-
tial studies, but the datasets and network architecture need
to be validated in various combinations, as shown in Fig-
ure 4. In particular, in NDS, the use of FDSL, which gener-
ates a data set based on a set of rules, makes it possible to
search for optimal rules for various downstream tasks. The
problem is the optimal dataset search in pre-training, which
requires dataset search with feedback from fine-tuning re-
sults. Although we have not been able to present a concrete
methodology for NDS in this study from the viewpoint of
computational cost, we expect that the first step in the future
will be to automate NDS by utilizing reinforcement learn-
ing and existing NAS algorithms. We hope this paper will
spark many researchers to explore the possibility of NDS.
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